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4ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION:
Section 1.1: The Naples Central School District hereby
recognizes the Naples Support Staff Union of Ontario County
Local #835, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, as the exclusive bargaining
representative, pursuant to the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act,' for all regularly employed support staff
hired by the district, including the school nurse and
substance abuse counselor but excluding the business manager,
director of facilities & operations I, district clerk,
.
district treasurer and account-clerk typist (district
office). Such recognition shall extend for the maximum period
permitted by the Public Employees Fair Employment Act. The
employees above described shall constitute the entire
collective bargaining unit.
ARTICLE II
DEDUCTIONS:
Section 2.1: Due's Deduction
The District shall to the extent possible, consistent with
payroll processing procedures of the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services, deduct from the wages or salaries of
unit members and remit to the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc. Local 1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO, 143 Washington
Avenue, Albany, New York 12210, regular membership dues or
other authorized regular deductions such as CSEA sponsored
insurance programs for those.employees who have signed or
delivered to the Chief School Officer authorization forms
directing such deduction or deductions. A copy of the agreed
form of payroll deduction authorization is on file with the
District Clerk.
No other Labor organization shall be accorded any payroll
deduction privilege without the express consent and written
authorization of the Civil Service Employees Association,
Inc. The employer agrees to submit t.othe Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc
.:'Local 1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO, 143
Washington Avenue, Albany, New York. 12210, each payroll
period a listing itemizing the deductions of each employee.
Section 2.2: The Association will certify to the Chief
School Officer, in writing, .the current rate of membership
dues and the Association will deliver to the Chief School
5Officer thirty (30) days written notice, crioi. to the
effective date of any change in the rate ~f dues deduction.
The Association will further cause to be delivered to the
Chief School Officer ip the rate of dues deduction, payroll
authorization. forms executed by all employees tor whom dues
are to be deducted at the changed rate.
Section 2.3: Tax Sheltered Annuities
The Employer will make available to all support staff
employees the option to file a written authorization and have
payroll deductions made to the credit of the individual
employee's tax sheltered annuity account.
ARTICLE III
RESERVED MANAGEMENT RIGHTS:
. Section3.1: The employerreservesand retainsunto itself
the sole and exclusive right to operate, administer, control
and manage the District schools, and shall have the right,
pubject to the limitations imposed by the express written
provisions of this Agreement, to direct and schedule all
employees employed by the District who are covered by this
Agreement, to hire, promote, transfer, assign, and to select
and determine the number of employees; to suspend, discipline
or discharge any employee for just cause; to relieve
employees from duty and/or reduce the staff as the result of
consolidation of schools or department, loss of enrollment,
elimination of offerings, course or subject matter, or for'
any other reason; to maintain efficiency of the District
schools and determine the methods, means and personnel by
which the schools operations are to be conducted; to require
that duties other than those normally assigned be performed;
and to carry out, in addition, the ordinary and.customary
functions of management; all without hindrance or
interference by the Association.
. .
Section 3.2: The Employer hereby retains and reserves all
rights, powers, duties, authority and responsibility,
conferred upon and invested in it by the laws and
Constitution of the State ot New York. The Employer rights
hereby reserved' are expressly reserved and shall not be
subject to the grievance procedure, unless in the exercise of
said rights the school violates any specific term or .
provision .of this Agreement, the violation of which is
subject to the grievance procedure.
6Section ~ It is expressly understood by and between the
parties that failure to exercise any of the rights hereby
stated and reserved or any other reserved right,' or the
partial exercise of such rights or powers, shall not be
deemed to constitute a waiver of any of the rights
spf:cifically or otherwise reserved to the Employer pursuant'
to this Article or by law.
ARTICLE IV
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION:
Section 4.1: The Union shall have the sole and exclusive
right with respect to other employee organizations to
represent all employees in the heretofore defined bargaining
unit in any and all proceedings under the Civil Service Law,
under any other applicable law, rule, regulation, or statute,
and under the terms and conditions of this Agreement; to
designate its own terms and conditions of this Agreement; to
designate its own represe~tatives and to appear before any
appropriate official of the employer to affect such ,
representation; to direct, manage and govern its own affairs;
to determine those matters which the members wish to
negotiate and pursue all such objectives free from any
interference, restraint, coercion or discrimination by the
employer or any of its agents.
Section 4.2: The Association and its officers and agents
agree that the benefits and terms of 'any and all agreements
and decisions arrived at through negotiations shall apply
eq~ally to all members without regard to membership or lack
of membership in any employee organization as per the Taylor
Law Section 202. - '
Section 4.3: The Association and its officers and agents
agree to admit to membership all members, regardless of race,
ancestry as per Section 40a of the Civil Rights Law.
Section 4.4: The Association and its officers and agents
and members shall not discriminate against any member by
reason of marital status nor shall any member be compelled
n9r coerced into membersh~p. with the Association by any of
its officers, agents, or members.
Section 4.5: Membership in an employee organization shall
not be required as a condition of employment.
Section 4.6: The Association recognizes that abuses of sick
1--
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leave or other leaves, chronic tardiness or absence
, ,
deficiencies in performance, or other violations of
discipline by an employee reflect adversely upon'-the
Association and create undesirable conditions in the
system: therefore:
willful
school
1. The Association invites information of alleged
breaches of disciplin€ on the part of any employee
2. The Association will use its best efforts. to correct
breaches of behavior by any employee
Section 4.7: The Association will reimburse the District
for any school supplies used for Association business.
Section 4.8: The Employer will permit .the presence of an
authorized CSEA Field Representative on appropriate school
premises during school hours for the purpose of properly
administering this Agreement, providing that there ~s no
unreasonable interruption in any employee.'s work routine and
provided that the appropriate Building Principal is'notified
in advance of the Field Representative's presence on
premises.
Section 4.9: Information - On the effective date of this
Agreement, the employer shall supply to the President of the
Support Staff Unit, a list of all employees in the bargaining
unit showing the employee's full name, home address, social
security number, item number, job title,'work location,
membership status, insurance deduction and first date of
employment. Such information shall hereafter be provided to
the President of the Support Staff Unit on a yearly basis.
Also, the President shall receive a copy of the monthly Board
of Education meeting agenda.
ARTICLE V
WORK WEEK AND OVERTIME:
Section 5.1: An employee's exact working hours during the
working day shall be determined by the Superintendent of
Schools or his designee. The Employer shall have the right
to change working hours and/or the work week upon five (5)
working days' advance notic~ to the Association President and
the employees involved, during which time the Union shall
have the right to discuss the proposed change with the
Employer. The foregoing notice shall not be required in the
event of a change in work schedules of short duration,
personal leave, sickness or accident.
81: In the event no qualified employee agrees to accept
the change, the District shall assign the most
junior qUalified employee to the assignment.
2. This Article shall not apply to bus drivers.
ARTICLE VI
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE:
Section 6."1: 'Declaration of Policy
1. It is hereby declared to be the purpose of these
procedures to provide a means for the orderly settlement
of differences, promptly and fairly and at the lowest
possible administrative level, as they arise and to
assur~ equitable and proper treatment of employees. At
every stage of "these procedures, the grievant shall be
entitled to representation. The provisions of these
procedures shall be construed for the accomplishment of
this purpose.
Section 6.2: Definitions
1. "GRIEVANCE" shall mean any claimed violation,
misinterpretation or inequitable application" of this
Agreement or any established policy or procedure.
2. "EMPLOYEE" is any employee covered by this Agreement.
3. "AGGRIEVED PARTY" OR "GRIEVANT"is any employee,or a
group of employees, who file a grievance or on whose
behalf it is prosecuted by the Association.
Section 6.3: Procedures
Staae ~ The grievant will discuss the matter with his/her
immediate supervisor in an effort to resolve the matter
informally within ten (10) working days following the
occurrence or event giving rise to the claimed grievance.
Thereafter, the aggrieved party shall present his grievance
signed and in writing, identifying the aggrieved party, the
provision of the Agreement, the time when and place where the
alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance
exists or occurred, "and, if known, the identity of the person
responsible for causing such events or conditions and a
general statement of the grievance and redress sought by the.
aggrieved party. The immediate supervisor of the grievant(s)
shall communicate his or her answer to the grievant(s) within
five (5) working days of presentation of the grievance in
.writing.
STAGE 2: If such grievance is not resolved at Stage 1, the
aggrieved party may appeal in writing to the Chief School
9Officer within five (5) school days of his receipt of the
supervisor's decision. The Chief School Officer or his
representative, shall meet with the aggrieved party and/or
his representative within five (5) school days of the receipt
of the appeal. The Chief School Officer shall deliver his
written findings and determination within five (5) school
days after his meeting with the grievant, mailing or '
delivering a copy to tpe Association President.
STAGE 3:
after his
decision,
President
Officer.
ten (10)
decision
The 'grievant may, within five (5) school days
receipt of the Chief School Officer's written
file his written notice of appeal with the
of the Board of Education and the Chief School
The Board of Education shall 'hold a hearing within
school days thereafter and shall deliver its written
within five (5) school days of the hearing.
STAGE ~ In the event that the Board elects not to review
the grievance at Stage 3 or if the Association or the
grievant is not satisfied with the Board's determination at .
Stage 3" the Association or the Board may elect arbitration.
Such requests shall be made in writing and be made within
five (5),school days of the answer received in Stage 3. The
request shall be made to the Public Employment Relations
'Board for a p~nel of seven (7) arbitrators from which the
Association and the Employer shall alternately cross off one
name until only one name remains, and such person shall be
the arbitrator. Either party shall have the right to reject
one (1) panel within five (5) calendar days of receipt
thereof by notice to the other party.
The arbitrator chosen shall hold a hearing and determine the
matter in accordance with the rules of the Public Employment
Relations Board and his award shall be binding on both
parties.
The costs of such arbitration shall be borne equally by the
Board and the Association.
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE:
Section 6.4: Basic Principles
1. If a decision, at one stage is not appealed to the next
stage of the procedure "within the time limit specified,
the grievance will be deemed, to be discontinued and
further appeal under this Agreement shall be barred. No
grievance shall be considered timely or processed
pursuant ,to this procedure unless the initial informal
conference discussion is had within ten (10) working days
10
of the occurrence of the event giving rise',to the claim
to grieva~ts, or the date upon which the gri~v~nt should
reasonably have known of that occurren~e.
2. At any step of the grievance procedure, upon mutual
agreement of the parties the grievarice may be passed to
the next step by the grievant within five (5) school
days.
3 . Failure at 'any stage of the grievance procedure to
communicate a decision to the aggrieved party, his
representative and the Association within the specified
time limit shall permit the lodging of an appeal at next
stage of the procedure within the time which would have
been allotted had the decision been communicated by the
final day.
4. Grievance proceedings shall be scheduled at times
mutually agreeable to all parties.
5 . No interference, 'coercion, restraint, discrimination or
reprisal of any kind will be taken by any member of the
administration'against the aggrieved party, any party in
interest, any representative, any member of the grievance
committee or any other participant in the grievance
procedure or any other person by reason of such grievance
or participation therein.
Section 6.5: Grievance of Disciplinary Matters
Competitive class employees and all non-competitive and labor
class employees with one or more years of service with Naples
Central School shall be entitled to utilize the grievance
procedure in connection with disciplinary matters in any
case where discipline imposed involves a suspension,
.
dernotion, termination, or the levy of a fine by the Employer.
No employee shall be entitled to use both the grievance
procedure and S75 of the Civil Service Law.
AR'rICLE VII
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS:
Section 7.1: Health Insurance Coverage
The Employer will provide individual or family plan coverage
by the Wayne-Finger Lakes Medical Plan (to be administered by
Blue Cross/Blue Shield) and changed when practical to the
Non-Monroe Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan, or provide at least
equivalent coverage to the Non-Monroe Blue Million Plan
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through alternative insurance or self-insurance at the
discretion of the Employer, for all non-instructional
personnel. Benefits to be provided by the Employer include:
Full hospital out-patient $5.00 Co-pay Drug; Consultation;
Emergency ,First Aid and Qualified Dependent coverage (e.g.
Student): In addition, the District will provide the option.
of the two HMO plans currently offered as Blue Choice and the
Finger Lakes Health Plan but the District's premium cost is
not to increase as a result. The District will arrange for an
annual window for changing between insurance plans.
The parties annually will explore whether benefits equivalent
to or better than the existing plan may be obtained from
another provider at the same or,reduced cost by contracting
competirig coverage providers. The parties hereto will agree
to cooperate together and with other units and other
districts to seek the .same or improved health insurance
benefits at less cost by comparing costs, coverages and
carriers.
Section 7.2: Health Insurance Premiums
The Employer will pay one hundred percent (100%) of the
premium for individual or family plan coverage 'for personnel
employed by the District prior to June 30, 1981. All non-
instructional personnel employed after June 30, 1981 wishing
to join the group will be required to share the cost of the
health insurance program with the Employer. Required
contributions are as follows: '
a) Work day 6 hours and above - 100% payable by the District
b) Work day 4 hours up to 6 hours - 75% payable by the
District
c) Work day 3 hours up to 4 hours - 50% payable by the
District
d) Work day 2.5 hours up to 3 'hours - 25% payable by the
District
For Bus Drivers, the contributions are as follows:
a) 1 run - 50% payable by the District
b) 2 runs - 75% payable by ,the District
c) 3 or more runs - 100% payable by the District
For Bus Drivers concurrently employed by the District in
another unit job, the contributions are as follows:
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a) 1 Run & Work day 2.5 hours up to 3 hours - 75% payable by
the District
b) 1 run & Work day 3 hours up to 4 hours - 85% payable by
the District
c) 1 run & Work day 4 or more hours - 100% payable by the
District
d) 2 runs & Work day 3 or more hours - 100% payable by the
District
Bus Drivers who'were not enrolled in District health.
insurance as of January 1, 1998 whose eligibility is affected
by this change may newly enroll in District coverage as an
exception for the waiver/buy-out provided by that Section
and may not have dual.health insurance coverage with the
District and another source.
Section 7.3:
---
Retiree Health Insurance
The Employer will pay one hundred percent (100%) of the
premium payments for the Wayne-Finger Lakes Medical' Plan (to
be administered by Blue Cross/Blue Shield) and changed when
practical to the Non-Monroe Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan or
provide at least equivalent coverage to the Non-Monroe Blue
Million Plan through alternative insurance or self-insurance
at the discretion of the Employer, for the individual retired
employee, employed prior to June 30, 19.81. Employees hired
after ~une 30, 1981 and retiring from the Naples Central
School District to participate in the New York State
Retirement System shall have that portion of their health
insurance paid per the percentum they were receiving before
retirement. Retirees will have the same insurance benefit
cov'erage as employees as it may change from time to time.
Section 7.4:
---
Flex'Plan
\
~
Employees covered by this contract will be allowed to
participate in the District's current Flex Plari.
Section 7.5: Vision Plan
Starting with July 1, 1994, the Employer will provide the
self-funded vision plan to be administered by Health
Economics (plan description distributed and in effect under
the prior collective bargaiping agreement), or provide for at
least equivalent coverage through alternative insurance or
self-insurance at the discretion of the Employer, for all
support staff unit personnel.
Section 7.6: Dental Insurance
Effective January 1 1997, the District will add a payroll
13
deduction so that unit employees may voluntarily enroll in a
dental plan paid by the employees through payroll deduction.
at no cost to the District. .
Section 7.7: Health Insurance Waiver
If employed and enrolled in the District's health insurance
coverage as of June 30, 1996, upon proof of equivalent health
insurance coverage elsewhere, a unit employee may waive the
District health insurance coverage and receive:
-If the employee opts out during the 1996-97 school year:
$750\year
-If the employee opts out during the 1997-98 or 98-99
school year: $SOO\ye~r
Employees .employed as of June 30, 1996 who were not then
enrolled in District coverage may not enroll in District
coverage unless their health insurance coverage becomes
unavailable elsewhere and will not be eligible for the above
buyout. Employees hired July 1, 1996 or after may not have
dual health insurance coverage with the District and another
source (but may enroll later in District coverage if coverage
elsewhere becomes unavailable) and will not be eligible for
the above buyout.
.
ARTICLE VIII
HOLIDAYS:
Section 8.1: Paid Holidays
Unit members on a.twelve (12) month basis shall receive.
twelve (12) paid holidays during the school year, as follows:
July 4, Labor Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day
following Thanksgiving Day, two (2) days at Christmas
including Christmas Day, New Year's Day, Good Friday,
Memorial Day, Washington's or Lincoln's Birthday and Martin
L~ther King Day.
Section 8.2: Unit members employed on a ten (10) month
basis will receive four (4) paid holidays per year, which
paid holidays shall be:
Martin Luther King Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and
the day following Christmas, the pay for such holidays to be
included in the first pay period in December of each 90ntract
year. Unit members employed on an eleven (11) month basis
will receive five (5) paid holidays per year, the four (4)
14
holidays previously listed and the day following.
Thanksgiving. Payment for the Martin Luther K~ng holiday
shall pe the last pay period in January or the ist pay period
in February.
Section ~ If any of the above holidays falls on a
Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed as the.
holiday. If any of the holidays falls on a Sunday, the.
following Monday shall be observed as the holiday.
. .
Section 8.4: When a holiday falls during an employee's'
vacation he or she shall not be charged with a vacation day
for such day.
Section 8.5: An emp.loyee required to work on any of the
above holidays or days designated in Section 3 above will
receive one and one half (1 1/2) times his hourly rate for
duties required for District operations. Such pay shall be
in addition to his regular holiday.
AR'rICLE IX
VACATIONS:
Section 9.1: Paid vacation is available only to unit
members employed on a twelve (12) month basis.
a. Vacation days will be credited upon the completion of the
first year of full time employment.
b. Vacation days are available on an annual basis and.may
not be accumulated or carried forward from year to year
without the written approval of the Superintendent at
least two (2) months in advance of the end of the year.
All requests for vacation time must comply with the
following:
c.
1. Requests must be made to the Superintendent on the
attached form.
2. The form must be submitted to the Superintendent at
least three (3) work days prior to the request for
the time, except in emergencies.
3. The request must be for a minimum of 1/2 day (4
hours for an eight (8) hour work day) at a time.
4. The specific dates requested must be approved before
being used, in the discretion of the Superintendent,
who will consider as his prime criterion coverage of
15
District responsibilities.
d. No more than five (5) days vacation may be scheduled when
school is in session.
e. No more than one member of each unit group may be allowed
to take vacation days when school is in session and no
more than two (2) members at any other time.
f. An employee otherwise eligible for pro-rated vacation. pay
upon, quitting will receive such pay only if a't least two
(2) week's notice in advance is given to the
Superintendent or his designee.
Section 9.2: Unit members employed on a twelve (12) month
basis shall be. entitled, to paid vacation as follows:
a.
b.
Years 1 -8 of service ...ten (10) working days
Upon completion of the 9th
year of employment fifteen (15) working days
Upon completion of the 15th
year of employment one (1) day p'eryear of
.
employment, not to exceed
twenty (20) days
c.
ARTICLE X
SICK LEAVE:
Section 10.1: Personal Illness.Leave
Personal illness leave days shall be allowed to unit members
as follows:
a. All full time unit members will be credited with fourteen
(14) paid sick leave days per full year worked, and may
accumulate unused sick leave days for a total' of 175
days. '
b. Bus drivers and other ten month employees will be
credited with twelve (12) paid sick leave days per full
year, and may accumulate unused sick leave days to a
total of 175 days.
c. Part time cafeteria workers (less than three and one half
(3 1/2)' hours per work day) shall be credited with six
(6) paid sick leave days per year, and these days 'may be
accumulated to an unused ~ick day total of 175 days.
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d. Employees employed on an eleven (11), month 'basis shall be
credited ~ith thirteen (13) paid sick leave days to'~
total of 175 days.
e. General Principles Applicable to Paid Sick Leave Usage:
1. The paid sick leave is to provide paid time off for
days of personal sickness, physical disability, or
immediate family illness; it is not applicable to
loss of time due to injury or disability incurred,
while working for an employer other than the Naples
Central School District.
2. In reporting absence for personal illness, the
employee shall advise the building principal or
department head of the nature of the disability or
illness and its possible duration.
3. The Employer reserves the right at any time to
request a medical certificate in verification of the
employee's personal illness as a precondition of the
granting of paid sick leave.
Upon return to work following a period of
compensated personal illness, the employee will sign
and file with the administration, on administration
forms, a personal certificate of necessity for the
absence.
4.
5. Any employee who has been absent for two (2) or more
days shall, before the end of the school day prior
to his return to work, notify the administration of
his or her expected return. The employer may
require a physical examination or a mental
examination prior to return to work in any case
where, in the sole discretion of the Employer, it is
deemed necessary. Such examination shall be at the
expense of the Employer.
6 . Personal illness leave for bus drivers and cafeteria
workers terminates at the end of the regular school
year and shall not resume until such time as the
employee has succe$s.fully completed the required
annual physical administered by the school physician
or the start'of the school year, whichever comes
later. The District will make reasonable efforts to
arrange for a physician to give the required
physical examinations to returning bus drivers in
June of each year to red~ce conflict' with summer
ARTICLE XI
17
vacation schedules.
7. Sick leave will be based upon a 1/2 day'.formula (for
bus drivers a per run basis) for minimum use in any
one instance, except that in the case of
appointments approved in advance and in the case of
the onset during work time of a real or serious
illness, an hourly charge will be made. If the
onset of such illnesses during work time occurs
regularly, the individual case will be investiga~ed.
Compensation will be paid by the District to
employees who have accumulated over 175 days of sick
leave at a rate of $15.00 per day in a single
payment made.. at ..the end of each fiscal year.
Payment will be made for each day of accumulated
sick leave held by the employee as of the last day
of the fiscal year, in excess of 175 days, up to a
maximum of five (5) days.
8.
SICK LEAVE BANK:
Section 11.1: The District shall establish a sick leave bank
with the intent of protecting support staff employees from
financial burden due to serious illness or injury. .
Section 11.2: Each support staff employee (having been
employed in the District one (1) year) shall have the
opportunity to elect to participate in the Sick Leave Bank by
filing a signed authorization statement with the business
office no later than October 1 of each year.
Section 11.3: . At no time will the number of days held in
the Bank exceed a total that is twice the number of
participants. An employee who elects to participate shall
contribute two (2) days during their first year of
participation. In subsequent years participants will
contribute one (1) day when the number of days in the Bank is
equal to or less than the number. of participants. Days not.
used will be carried to the following year.
Section 11.4: Only active members of the Bank may withdraw
days. A member may not withdraw days from the Bank until
his/her own accumulated sick leave is depleted. In any case,
the participant must have been absent because of sickness for
twenty (2) consecut'ive working days prior to the commencement
of sick leave bank benefits. In the event of a recurring
18
illness the twenty (20) day requirement may be ',waived.
Section 11.5: Upon retirement, a non-instructional
employee's previously contributed sick leave days shall
remain in the sick leave bank.
Section 11.6: A committee consisting of three (3) non-
instructional employees appointed by the C.S.E.A. President
and two (2) members appointed by the Superintendent shall
administer the 'bank. The committee shall establish
procedures for applying to, and contributing days to, the
s.ickleave bank. The committee may in unusual circumstances
request additional voluntary contributions during the school
year. Sick leave will be granted by the committee subject to
the approv~l of the.Superintendent.. The Association shall be
entitled to grieve the denial of such approval.
Section 11.7: The participant must, upon request of the
committee or Superintendent submit to the committee or
Superintendent suitable written verification of the
participant's medical condition by his/her attending
physician.
ARTICLE XII
WORKER'S COMPENSATION:
Section 12.1: . All employees of the Naples Central School
District shall be provided Worker's Compensation Insurance.
Section 12.2: Worker's Compensation.Payment
In the event that a Worker's Compensation carrier reimburses
the Employer for wages paid pursuant to the sick leave
program during an employee's absence from the job, the amount
of the Worker's Compensation reimbursement shall be divided
by the daily wage of the employee, and the employee's sick
leave account shall be credited with the equivalent number of
days for reimbursement to the sick leave account, fractional
days shall be treated as full days to the extent that they
exceed a half day, and shall be .ignored to the extent that
they are less than half a day's pay. .
ARTICLE XIII
FAMILY BEREAVEMENT LEAVE:
Section 13.1: Employees are eligible for up to three (3)
days of paid leave, which shall be available in the event of
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each death-in the immediate family of the employee. The term
"immed~ate family" shall be defined for this purpose as
includ~ng the emp19yee I
~ spouse, child, parents,' ,parents -in-
law, siblings, siblings-in-law, grandparents and persons
resident full time in the household of the employee.
Section 13.2: Bereavement leave is. not accumulative, and
days used shall not be deducted from accumulated sick leave.
ARTICLE XIV
PERSONAL BUSINESS LEAVE:
Section 14.1: Each employee shall have available three (~)
fully paid personal business leave days per year. Such paid
leave days shall be noncumulative, but may, however, be
.
cumulated into the employee's sick leave total if unused.
Section 14.2: Personal business days are available subject
to the following conditions and limitations:
1. Personal leave is for the transaction of personal
business which cannot be conducted outside of the
normal work day. Such leave is not available for
recreational purposes. If a request is made for the
use of.a personal day either immediately prior to or
after a vacation period, a reason must be stated on
the request for personal day use. Acceptable
reasons for the use of such leave are funerals,
legal matters, college activities, and weddings in
the immediate family, as well as educational
conferences and retirement conferences/meetings.
The employee must complete and 'sign a statement, in
the form appended to this agreement, and submit such
statement to his or her supervisor at .least two (2)
full school days in advance of the day requested,
except in cases of extreme emergency.
. Approval must
be given by the :Superintendentin order for a .
personal business day to be granted. The form to be
attached shall be the same as the form cu~rently
used by the teachers.
No more than two (2) members of each of the five (5)
groups (custodial-maintenance, cafeteria, bus
driver, _clerical, and aides) will be permitted to
take personal leave days simultaneously. Personal
business leave will be based upon a 1/2 day formula
(bus drivers a per run basis) for minimum use in any
2 .
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one-instance.
3. Employees appointed for a ten-month term, who accept
an additional summer work position, may carryover
up to one personal day and one sick day from their
respective leave accruals for use during the summer
working period. '
ARTICLE XV
---
JURY DUTY LEAVE:
---
Section 15.1: Employees. called to serve and'actually
present for grand or trial jury duty shall remit to the
Employer the amount of their jury duty stipend, excluding
mileage payments, and be paid at their regular hourly or
salary rate for the time served on jury duty. In no event
shall an employee remit to the Employer a sum in excess of
his regular daily pay.
.
ARTICLE XVI
EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONAL'LEAVE:
Section 16.1: Members of the bargaining unit who are
elected or appointed officers or officials of the Civil
Service Employees Association, Inc., shall have the right to
leave, without 'charge to accumulated credits, for the conduct
of union business as follows:
One employee shall have available up to four (4) fully paid
Association leave days per school' year for the purpose of
attending a CSEA convention.
It is understood between the parties the four (4) days shall
be the maximum paid days in anyone fiscal year of the School
District.
AR'l'ICLE XVII
ABSENCE WITHOUT LEAVE:
Section 17.1: Any absence not reported within one (1) hour
of the time the employee is expected to appear for work, and
not chargeable to vacation or otherwise authorized, shall be
considered a basis for disciplinary action on the part of the
Employer.
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ARTICLE XVIII
RETIREMENT:
Section 18.1: The death benefit provided pursuant to the New
York State Employees Retirement Plan is three (3) times the
employees annual salary, but. shall not exceed $20,000.00.
Optional Coverage shall be available for the application of
unused sick leave as an additional service credit upon
retirement (Section 41-j), limited to a total of 165 days.
Employees hired after July 1, 1976 must contribute three (3)
percent of their earnings to the Retirement Program per New
York State Retirement Law.
The Employer will make available to employees the improved
career retirement program under Section 75-i of the New York
State Retirement & Social Security Law.
ARTICLE XVIX
SNOW DAYS:
Section 19.1: Unit members will receive their normal daily
wage for three (3) snow days when schools are closed, if
applicable, each contract year.
Section 19.2 Road Closings
The District will pay wages (to extent done so in the past)
for whole days up to five in one year on which employees
cannot report because the authorized officials. have
officially closed the County's roads in the District, but an
employee must use a personal day or other applicable leave
(or be unpaid) if he or she is outside the District and t'he
commuting route is closed (unless the District' roads are
also closed as above). This road closings provision is .
separate and distinct from the paragraph above regarding snow
closings.
ARTICLE XX
UNPAID LEAVE:
Section 20.1: The Family and Medical Leave Act and its
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regulations are adopted with all the employee '~ndemployer
rights, options, and obligation~ stated therein~,and leave
there provided is not in addition to paid or unpaid leave
under this Agreement. Regardless of the applicability of the
Family and Medical Leave Act, unpaid leave of absences shall
be available to support staff employees for a period of one
(1) year for reasons of illness, pregnancy, adoption, family
illness or other reasons deemed satisfactory by the Board of
Education.
Additional leav~ may be granted, subject to the approval of
the~ Board of Education.
1. Written notice of request is .to be delivered to the
business manager as soon as practical upon the
determination that such leave is necessary.
2 . Such request shall include the employee's estimated
or intended date for commencement of such leave, and
the employee's intended date for return to work.
Generally such return is to be at the beginning of
the semester.
3. Leaves must be approved by action of the Board of
Education upon the recommendation,of the
Superintendent.
4 . In the event the leave'request is made for reasons
of pregnancy, illness or family illness the time of
commencement will be determined by the employee and
the employee's physician. A corroborating judgement
by a physician of the district's choice may be
obtained. If the decision of the district's
physician contradicts the decision of the employee's'
physician an acceptable third physician shall be
selected by the physicians. Examinations and
related costs for district's physician and third
party physician shall be borne by the district.
5. Adoptive leave is available to all employees, upon
the following terms:
a. Written notice, of request 'for adoption leave is
to be delivered as soon as possible after the
notification of adoption is made by the adoption
agency.
b. At such time the employee shall notify the
District Business Manager of the date he or she
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wishes to commence and terminate '~uchadoption
leave., Generally, such return date is to be at
the beginning of the semester. '
6. Employees on unpaid leave for two weeks or more will
receive only such benefits, if any, as written
District policy and/or the law, ,requires. The
District may in special cases provide, in its sole
discretion, other benefits.
ARTICLE XXI
CALL IN PAY:
---
Section 21.1: Employees other than bus drivers called in
for emergency work at times other than their normal day or
shift shall be paid at the rate of time and one half (1 1/2) ,
of regular hourly pay for ali hours worked, and a minimum pay
of two (2) hours at the time and on~ half (1 1/2) rate shall
be paid in any case. Hours worked in excess of 'forty (40)
hours per week or eight (8) hours per day will be'at the rate
~f time and one half (1 1/2) times normal hourly wages. All
time paid hereunder shall be counted in the computation of
overtime. '
ARTICLE XXII
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO CAFETERIA WORKERS:
Section 22.1: Cafeteria workers may be required to work on
an as needed basis when cafeteria facilities are used for
affairs sponsored by outside groups or school affairs which
are scheduled after hours or on days when school is not in
session. Workers shall be available upon ten (10) days
notice, except for school related activities which may be
less than ten (10) days, for supervision and/or operation of
cafeteria equipment which is required after 3:00 p.m. on
school days or days when school is not in session. ,Food
preparation may be requested for schoql related groups; food
for non-school groups shall be voluntary. Such employees
shall be paid at a rate of one and one half (1 1/2) times the
average cafeteria hourly r~te for each hour worked, with a
minimum of three (3) hours'pay.
Section 22.2: Cafeteria workers shall be entitled to
receive a uniform allowance of up to $150.00 per ,school year,
(for pants and shoes), conditioned upon both receipt of a
suitable sales slip or voucher and that the uniform be
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satisfactory to the District. The District wfll provide
shirts, aprons and visors, plus name badges (5 ~ets of each
for a two year period) .
ARTICLE XXIII
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATIVE TO BUS DRIVERS:
Section 23.1: Drivers shall sweep buses daily, wash buses as
needed, and ga~ and oil buses daily or as needed. Each
driver shall be responsible for promptly reporting any unsafe
condition as to his vehicle.
Section 23.2: Extra Duties:
Attendance at required bus driver's schools shall be
compensated at the rate of $12.00 per session, and
attendance at bus driver schools approved by the
Head Bus Driver in his discretion upon voluntary
request of an employee shall be compensated at the
rate of $10.50 per session. OSHA Training will be
paid at the same rates.
2. Special or outside bus trips shall be compensated at
the per hour rate of: 1999-200 $8.75, 2000-01 $9.00.
2001-02 $9.25, '2002-03 $9.50
1.
3 . In the event that a driver makes an outside trip in
substitution for a regularly scheduled run(s) ,'the
extra trip rate will be paid for hours driven in
addition to the hours of the regularly scheduled
run(s) and the driver will retain the pay for the
regularly scheduled run not driven. For
consistency, the extra trip rate will be paid under
the following circumstances for the following hours:
a. If the extra trip is substituted only for a
2:30 run (and not a later run as well) the
extra trip rate will be paid starting at
3:30 p.m.
0.
b. If the extra trip is substituted for a 3:30 run
(alone or fo~ a 2:30 run as well), the extra
trip rate will be paid starting at 4:30 p.m.
c. If the extra ,trip is substituted for a mid-day
run, the extra trip rate will be paid for hours
driven before the usual starting time of the
mid-day run and after the usual ending time of
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the mid-day run (although if the',extra run also
overlaps another run, paragraphs a. & b, above,
will apply as well.. .
4. Safe Driver awards shall be continued as follows:
a. Payment of $25.00 per year of safe driving shall
be made cumulative for four (4) years of $100.00.
. b. In the event a driver has an accident involving
property damage of $250.00 or under, only one.
year's award of $25.00 will be deducted.
c. In the event a driver has an accident involving
property damage of over $250.00 and/or bodily
injury, the total year's accumulated earnings
will be deducted and said driver will start 'over
in the accumulation process.
d. A part-time driver, whether substitute or
regular, .that makes 100 trips or more in a school
year is eligible for safe driving award.
e. A driver that is hired or quits during the'school.
year is entitled to a pro-rated driver award in
the amount of what he or she would have earned as
of June 30, ten (10) percent each month he/she
drove.
6. The rate of pay for layover shall be the minimum
wage in effect according to the federal minimum wage
law.
Section 23.3: The District will reimburse current employees
who are required to obtain a CDL $10.00 for test costs, upon
submission of evidence of issuance of a CDL. In addition,
the District will reimburse employees and subs~itutes hired
after April 1991, $25 six months after receipt of their CDL
and an additional $25 twelve months after receipt of their
CDL, which amounts are intended to be reimbursement for
written and road test costs. .
Section 23.4:'
of $1,000.00.
ARTICLE XXIV
The Head Bus Driver shall receive a stipend
SENIORITY:
Section 24.1: Seniority is defined as length of continuous
2 . He or she is discharged;
3 . He or she retired; or
4. He or she refuses a recall.
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service with the Employer. For lay off purpos~s, an
employee's seniority shall determine the order ,tobe
followed. Employees with the least seniority shall be the
first to be laid off until the total number of employees
required to decrease the forces shall be established. Having
exhausted seniority in his or her current title, the laid off
employee may exercise his or her seniority to displace an
employee with lesser seniority on lesser job titles, that he
or she has previously held. Recall shall be in the inverse
order of layoff.
Section 24.2: As used in this article,' the term "continuous
service" includes only those periods when an employee is on
the Employer's active payroll, and those periods when an
employee is:
1 .
2 .
3.
On leave of absence;
On layoff; or
Absent from .orunable to perform' the duties of his
or her position by reasons of disability due to
occupational injury or disease.
Section 24.3: An employee shall lose his or her seniority
only when one or more of the following occurs:
1. He or she resigns (unless he or she is reinstated.
within the period permitted by any provision of the
Civil Service Law applicable to him) ;
Section 24.4: If two (2) or more employees are.hired or
appointed on the same date, their relative seniority shall be
by the hiring or appointing, as the case may be, by the
hiring or appointing officer.
Section 24.5: This Article shall apply only to the layoff
and recall and shall not be construed to affect termination
of employment for any othe~ reason.
ARTICLE XXV
JOB VACANCIES:
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Section 25.1: When a job vacancy-or vacancies occur within
the District I the Employer will be responsibie 'for
distributing and posting an announcement of such'vacancy in
all work locations of employees who may be affected by such
vacancy, at le~st fifteen (15) calendar days prior to the
date the position is to be filled. The announcement of such
vacancy shall contain'the title of the position or positions
to be filled, minimum qualifications required for
appointment, number and work location of the vacancy or
vacancies, and .the, salary of the vacancy.
Section 25.2:' When such vacancy is announced as provided
herein, the employees who wish to be considered for
appointment to such vacancy shall be allowed to file
appropriate application therefore with the District: provided
however, that the application must be filed within ten (10)
days following the announcement of the vacancy.
Section 25.3: provisions of this Article shall apply to all
job classifications filled or to be,filled by unit members.
Section 25.4: After the appropriate applications have
filed with the District, the vacancy shall be filled by
considering all job qualifications of the applicant,
including training, physical ability, formal education,
experience in the field and seniority.
been
work
Section 25.5: The District will provide each new employee
with a Job Description prior to the starting date of
employment.
Section 25.6: The District shall'post job vacancies, as
provided by Section 25.1, before making" any commitment to
hire a particular individual for such job, with the
understanding that a'temporary employee may be used to fill
the vacancy pending completion of the hiring process, and the
temporary may be a candidate for the vacancy.
ARTICLE XXVI
SEPARABILITY AND COMPLETENESS OP, ,AGREEMENT:
- -
Section 26.1: If any par~ of this Agreement shall be
declared invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, or
by any decision of an authorized governmental agency such
invalidation shall not invalidate the remaining portions of
the Agreement.
Section 26.2: This Agreement constitutes the complete
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understanding of the parties, and may not be amended or
modified prior to its termination except by written agreement
of the parties.
AR,]~ICLE XXVII
LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL:
Section 27.1: IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT
ANY PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION
TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY
PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BE
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE XXVIII
DISTRIBUTION OF AGREEMENT:
Section 28.1: . CSEA will print the final contract after
ratification by both the Board of Education and the union
melUbership and its execution by authorized representatives of
both parties and provide a copy .toeach member of the.unit
and 50 to 60 copies to the District administration.
Section 28.2: This Agreement shall be and remain in full
force and effect from July 1, 1999 through June 30, 2003.
The parties mutually agree that negotiations for a successor
contract shall commence on or about February 1 of the year in
which the contract expires..
AR,TICLE XXIX
SALARY SCHEDULE:
--
Section 29.1: Support staff employees covered by this
agreement shall be compensated as follows:
Increase the ~river's pay 3% on the .trip rate (first year)
plus $1.00 in each of the ~irst three years.
Increase other unit members' compensation (excluding drivers)
for
.1999-2000 by two percent (2%) on the 1998-99 wage rate plus
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$.18 on each employee's wage rate (which amount. is equivalent
to approximately two percent of the aggregate wage of unit
members excluding drivers) ;
.2000-2001 by two percent (2%) on the 1999.-2000 rate plus
$.18 on each employee's rate (which amount is equivalent to
approximately two percent of the.aggregate wage of unit
members excluding drivers) ;
.2001-2002 by three percent (3%) on the 2000-2001 rate plus
$.10 on each employee's rate (which amount is equivalent to
approximately one percent of the aggregate wage of unit
members-excluding drivers). .
.2002-2003, increase all unit member's rates by four percent
(4) on the 2001-2002 rate.
.
Apendix A - The starting ranges in Appendix A should be
adjusted to clarify the ranges and to move starting
compensation upwards over time to keep pace with rates over
the four years of the contract. For all unit positions
except bus drivers, the low end of each of the ranges will be
increased each year by the amounts of the above wage'
increases and the top end will be iricreased by 5% each year.
For bus drivers, the low end of the starting trip rate will
be set at $1800.00, and then both the low and top end will
increase by the amount of the above trip rate increases.
A stipend of $300 will be paid to the library clerks in
school years 1999-00, 2000-01, 2001-02, 2002-03
(percentage' increases shall not apply to stipend) .
Teacher Aides: Deb Allison to be compensated $475/annually to
base pay (Rationale: has more years of service w/district;
has been working in the computer lab for four years; has
attended 44 workshops). Donna Evarts to be compensated
$375/annually to base pay.
Section '29.2: Out of Title - When a cafeteria worker,
clerical, or instructional aide employee is required to
perform the duties of a different job classification, he or
she will be compensated at a rate $ .10 per hour higher than
his or her regular rate, i~ the job classification of the
out-of-title work provides for a wage rate of at least $ .10
per hour higher than his or her regular rate, for all time
worked while assigned the higher classification.
Section 29.3 Uniform Allowance
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A safety shoe reimbursement of up to $100 per year will be.
paid upon receipt of purchase starting in the first year of
this agreement 1999-00. for the building maintenance mechanics
and auto mechanics and such employees will be required to
wear safety shoes while working for the District.
Section 29.4 Shift Differential
In the third year of this agreement (2001-02) the District
will increase shift differential 'pay of $.25 per hour to $.30
per hour for hours worked after 4 p.m. to those employees
assigned by the Dis.trict.to regularly work a weekly majority
of their hours after 4 p.m., which as of the date of
ratification of this agreement would apply only to the three
night cleaners and one custodian. This differential does not
apply to special events. As an exception to the terms of
this provision cleaners who are regularly assigned by the
District to work one-half or more of their hours after 4:00
p.m. will also be paid the shift differential for all
re~~larly scheduled hours they work after 4:00 p.m.
ARTICLE XXX
LONGEVITY:
Section 30.1: To express appreciation to the employees who
have faithfully served the school district over the years,
the following longevity plan is recommended for all
employees: .
After ten (10) years of continuous service
After fifteen (15) years of continuous service
After twenty (20) years of continuous service
After twenty-five (25) years of continuous service
$ 75.00
100.00
150.00
200.00
Longevity increments are accumulative in nature.
Example: After twenty-five (25) years of faithful service an
en~loyee would accrue $525.00 in longevity payments.
ARTICLE XXXI
INSERVICE:
Section 31.1: When the Naples Central School District
arranges teacher conference days they shall also arrange
teacher aide conference days. This time shall be utilized to
update teacher aides on new methods for fulfilling their
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obligations to the. Naples Central School District.
Section 31.2: Employees may submit proposals for District
reimbursement of tuition for successful completion of jOb-
related course work approved in advance by the
.
Superintendent. Tuition reimbursement per employee per year
shall not exceed $1,500.00.
CSEA NAPLES SUPPORT
STAFF
EMPLOYEES UNIT'
Superinten
SjJl 16~
Date
Labor Re ion pecialist
~\A~.1, ~
President
Ratified:
CSEA Unit: November 23, 1999
Board of Education: December 8, 1999
STARTING SALARY RANGES 1999-2000
Head Custodian 99-00 10.55 12.95
Bldg. Maintenance Mechanic 99-00 8.29 10.11Custodian
Cleaner 99-00 5.54 6.67
Head Mechanic/Driver 99-00 9.12 11.08
Head Bus Driver/Mechanic 99-00 8.29 10.11
School BusiDriver 99-00 2,034 2,297
Typist 99-00 6.69 8.12
Teacher Aide 99-00 5.43 6.30Clerk
Library Clerk
Cook
Food Service Helper 99-00 5.43 6.13
Bus Monitor
School Monitor
CooklManc!ger 99-00 6.14 7.38
APPENDIX A
STARTING SALARY RANGES 2000-2001
Head Custodian 00-01 . 10.94 13.60
Bldg. Maintenance Mechanic 00-01 8.64 10.62
Custodian
Cleaner 00-01 5.83 7.00
Head Mechanic/Driver 00-01 9.48 11.63
Head Bus Driver/Mechanic 00-01 8.64 10.62
School Bus Driver 00-01 2,275 2,546
Typist 00-01 7.00 8.53
Teacher Aide 00-01 5.72 .6.62
Clerk
Library Clerk
Cook
Food Service Helper 00-01 5.72 6.44
Bus Monitor
School Monitor
Cook/Manager 00-01 6.44 7.75
APPENDIX B
STARTING SALARY RANGES 2001- .2002
Head Custodian 01-02 11.34 14.28
Bldg. Maintenance Mechanic 01-02 8.99 11.15Custodian
Cleaner 01-02 6.13 7.35
Head Mechanic/Driver 01-02 9.85 12.21
Head Bus Driver/Mechanic 01-02 8.99 11.15
School Bus Driver 01-02 2,523 2,802
Typist 01-02 7.32 8.96
Teacher Aide 01-02 6.01 6.95Clerk
Library Clerk
Cook
Food Service Helper 01-02 6.01 6.76Bus Monitc)r
School Monitor
Cook/Manager 01-02 6.75 8.14
APPENDIX C
STARTING SALARY RANGES 2002- 2003
Head Custodian 02-03 11.79 14.99
Bldg. Maintenance Mechanic 02-03 9.35 11.71
Custodian
Cleaner 02-03 6.38 7.72
Head Mechanic/Driver 02-03 10.24 12.82
Head Bus Driver/Mechanic 02-03 9.35 11.71
School Bus Driver 02-03 2,624 2,942
Typist 02-03 7.61 9.41
Teacher Aide 02-03 6.25 7.30
Clerk
Library Clerk
Cook.
Food Service Helper 02-03 6.25 7.10
Bus Monitor
School Monitor
Cook/Manager 02-03 7.02 8.55
APPENDIX D
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APPENDIX Bl
Naples Central School
Naples, New York
Non-Teaching Personnel
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
Name:
Date:
Date Administrative Signature
Copy 1 - Employee
Copy 2 - Supervisor
Copy 3 - Personnel File
APPENDIX B2
VACATION REQUEST FORM
Employee's Name
Date(s) Requested
Date of Application
Approved by Date
CSUt
Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
143 WashingtOn Ave., Albany, NY 12210
Danny Donohue, President
,.. ..
CSEA
